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What does a college have to do with presidential elections? If it's the electoral college, a lot! Readers learn all about the electoral
college and how it plays a part in our elections.
Is the Bible the inspired Word of God? Is it reliable historically and scientifically? How is the Bible different than other religious
writings? By pointing us to the evidence, Brian Broderson shows us how we can be confident the Bible is truly inspired by God,
and therefore, truly relevant for each of our lives.
This volume contains several analyses of health rights issues related to children. The various chapters provide an overview of this
captivating area and may be of special interest to lawyers, health care professionals, ethicists, psychologists, judicial institutions,
policy makers, interest groups, students and all others who are concerned with the children’s rights perspective on health care.
Gabe is a teenage Jehovah’s Witness convinced God will kill him at Armageddon for masturbating. But Gabe’s not alone: there’s
Peter, who writes swear words in the margins of his papers; Jihyun, the Korean kid who subsists on Ho Hos and Doritos; and
Camille, who follows Gabe around, trying to be his girlfriend. There’s also Gabe’s mom, who sleeps sixteen hours a day, and his
dad, an elder who decides the fate of sinners (like the married couple who confesses to accidentally having anal sex). There’s
Brother Miller, an elder with a Napoleon complex, who accompanies Gabe from door to door, encouraging him to knock with
confidence, and Sister Feeney, who looks forward to the day she can move into a Spanish-style house after its owner dies at the
end of the world. Luckily for Gabe, there is Uncle Jeff, who used to tour with Santana and now gives Gabe the only valuable girl
advice he ever receives. It's hard when school days are spent dodging questions about your weird religion and weekends mean
preaching house to house. Life looks dreary until Gabe falls for Camille’s beautiful older sister and begins to see her as the
answer to his frustrations.
Lessons You Can Learn from the Bible
TWO Circuit Assembly Program Notebooks COMBINED INTO ONE BOOK! Another favorite from JWDownloads, the designer of
the Don't Give Up Convention Notebook for Kids that was unbelievably popular over the summer of 2017! Don't Give Up In
Fulfilling the Law of Christ and Don't Give Up In Doing What Is Fine! for a total of 76 full color pages of activities and notes.
Remain engaged throughout the entire Special Assembly Day (for ages 6+). Fill-in-the-blanks, word scrambles, word searches,
mazes, scriptures, note pages, drawing space, and more! Kids (and adults!) can have fun taking notes while remaining engaged
with the material being discussed. Enjoy!
How is academia portrayed in children's literature? This Element ambitiously surveys fictional professors in texts marketed towards
children, who are overwhelmingly white and male, tending to be elderly scientists. Professors fall into three stereotypes: the
vehicle to explain scientific facts, the baffled genius, and the evil madman. By the late twentieth century, the stereotype of the
male, mad, muddlehead, called Professor SomethingDumb, is formed in humorous yet pejorative fashion. This Element provides a
publishing history of the role of academics in children's literature, questioning the book culture which promotes the enforcement of
stereotypes regarding intellectual expertise in children's media. This title is also available, with additional material, as Open
Access.
Helping mermaids, super heroes, and astronauts is just another day for you. Help solve puzzles, connect the dots, find the
differences & have a good time. Great activities for a growing & curious mind. Provides hours of fun and creativity.
Trained by the experts at CERT (Civilian Emergency Response Team) to understand how to prepare for and survive disasters,
and a leader in the area of Disaster Recovery, Richard Lowe lays out how to make you, your family, and your friends ready for any
disaster, large or small. Based upon specialized training, interviews with experts and personal experience, Lowe answers the big
question: what is the secret to improving the odds of survival even after a big disaster?
Mary Margaret has never been to a Mall, let alone one alive with fairies. But on Christmas Eve this is about to change when she
receives a magical Gift Certificate that unlocks the hidden Fey Realm within the Mega Mall.
"Wallis takes on all the shades of gray. He dissects the experience of this religion with laser precision" - Lisa, igotout.org "Wallis
not only shines a light on the psychological turmoil caused by the organization's policies but does so with such intelligence,
empathy, and personal understanding" - Allison Del Fium, What the Faith Podcast What is it like to suffer Religious Trauma
Syndrome while still inside a High Demand Religious Organization? What causes Religious Trauma Syndrome and what are the
risks that come with continuing participation? A Voice From Inside presents the rare voice of a critical insider of the Watch Tower
Society, offering an account of the experience, how people are struggling, and what can be done to survive and move forward.
Writing under a pseudonym, Geoffrey Wallis courageously explains what has led many to label the Jehovah's Witnesses as a
Captive Organization and how the community's policies lead to the phenomenon of Physically-In-Mentally-Out (PIMO). With raw
honesty, the author tells the gripping story of his journey through Religious Trauma Syndrome as an active Jehovah's Witness. He
discusses the experience of stigmatized LGBTQ+ members, moral injury PTSD in the newly disillusioned, and what it's like to rise
up the ranks of the organization's hierarchy. Along the way, he boldly speaks out about how to protect fellow members by calling
for regulation to protect the religious freedoms of PIMOs and teaching others to reverse-engineer manipulative psychology with
mindfulness practice. Written to help bring change to the Jehovah's Witness community as a whole, but also for anyone struggling
with religious trauma, A Voice from Inside is both a witness to the experience of living in an HDRG as well as a clarion call for
change and healing in a world that sorely needs it.
This is the perfect JW Notebook Gift! This awesome notebook is the best choice - whether for you, a Brother or Sister or a Bible
Study. Get Ready to take notes at this years SPECIAL Online Broadcast of our Always Rejoice Regional Convention! 2020
Regional Convention - JW Study Notebook: Jehovah's Witnesses Journal Produced by the team at Pioneer Bros, this book
Features: 6"x9" dimensions - the perfect size to fit in a handbag, a backpack, or to have sitting on a desk EVERY Talk Title and
Theme Scripture INCLUDED! Printed on high-quality paper Stylish matte finish JW Ministry Supplies notebooks and journals are
the perfect gift for any occasion, Adults, boys, girls, old & new publishers, and young children. Share these as gifts to our brothers
and sisters in your Congregation !Also, the perfect gift for Pioneers, Publishers or Proclaimer of God's Kingdom! It's a great gift
idea for Jehovah's Witnesses accessories, and free apps, pins and books. People who love a good ministry idea, witnesses
informally or have the Jehovah's Witnesses Magazine Organizer will love this. Use it for taking notes at the CLAM or for Public
Talks on the weekend. Great for Assemblies and Conventions! Perfect gift for a newly baptized brother or sister too. Scroll up and
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buy this awesome notebook now, and receive quick shipping with Amazon so that you can receive it as soon as possible!
80 pages of super colorful, super fun activities following the 2018 Be Courageous Convention of Jehovah's Witnesses talk by talk
-80 page book -Full color -Notes and scriptures -Fill in the blanks, word searches, word scrambles, drawing pages, matching
scriptures, and more
Though its members represent one of the fastest-growing religions in the world, the Jehovah's Witnesses remain one of the most
enigmatic and puzzling groups to many people today. Hewitt, formerly a third-generation Jehovah's Witness, pulls back the curtain
of mystery and exposes lies, the mind control, and the glaring contradictions of biblical truth behind the organization.
Biblical theology and doctrines of Jehovah's Witnesses.
This is the perfect JW Notebook Gift! This awesome notebook is the best choice - whether for you, a brother or sister or a Bible Study. 2021
Regional Convention | JW Study Notebook: Jehovah's Witnesses Journal Produced by the team at Pioneer Bros, this book Features: 6"x9"
dimensions - the perfect size to have sitting on a desk or table whilst watching the Broadcast Full Program Space for Speaker Name & Talk
Title Over 100 pages Printed on high-quality paper Stylish matte finish Perfect for use during the 2021 Zoom Convention. JW MINISTRY
SUPPLIES notebooks and journals are the perfect gift for any occasion, Adults, boys, girls, old & new publishers, and young children. Share
these as gifts to our brothers and sisters in your Congregation! Also, the perfect gift for Pioneers, Publishers or Proclaimer of God's Kingdom!
It's a great gift idea for Jehovah's Witnesses accessories, and free apps, pins and books. People who love a good ministry idea, witnesses
informally or have the Jehovah's Witnesses Magazine Organizer will love this. CLICK ON BRAND FOR OTHER STYLES Perfect gift for a
newly baptized brother or sister too. Scroll up and buy this awesome notebook now, and receive quick shipping with Amazon so that you can
receive it as soon as possible!
Do you want to share the gospel with Jehovah's Witnesses but don't know what to say? This book will help you communicate effectively with
Jehovah's Witnesses and get them out of their prepared presentations by approaching Bible discussion in ways they won't expect. In this
way, you can help them focus on what the Bible is really saying.
Ja Rule, actor, singer, songwriter, and one of the most multi-dimensional rap artists of his time, tells his compelling story—from his youth to his
rise to international fame to his transformative two years in Federal prison—and reveals the man beneath the legend. Unruly is two stories that
offer one complete picture of a man and his world: the angry, fatherless rapper, Ja Rule who was “raised by the streets”; and Jeffrey Atkins,
the insightful, reflective father and loyal husband who learned the hard way how to be a good man. Filled with never-before-revealed
anecdotes and sixteen pages of black-and-white photos, Unruly shows the determination that it takes to become a man in today’s society. Ja
Rule considers the lack of role models for many young black men today—a void that leads to bad choices and the wrong paths. Recalling his
youth, he illuminates the seductive pull of the streets and the drug dealers who were his earliest role models. Jeffrey Atkins offers practical
wisdom—reflection, growth and hope learned first-hand as an inmate, father, husband, and community role model. He speaks fondly of men
who inspired Unruly—the inmates he met in prison whose misguided ideas of masculinity landed them behind bars—and Louis Farrakhan who
mediated the televised encounter with Ja Rule’s adversary, 50 Cent. Unruly is a compelling, personal look at the duality and conflicts that
arise in the African-American male psyche from a man who has enjoyed breathtaking fame and suffered heartbreaking misfortune.
Narrated by a longtime New York City ward boss, this volume reveals the successful application of corrupt practices such as patronagebased appointments and the exercise of power for personal gain.
This work aims to move beyond the monolithic portrayal of globalization protests. With analysis and primary documents from a variety of
sources, Robin Broad explores proposals and initiatives coming from protesters.
"A fascinating glimpse into the consciousness of being an outsider in every possible way, and what it takes to find your path into the life you'd
like to lead."--Nylon A riveting memoir of losing faith and finding freedom while a covert missionary in one of the world's most restrictive
countries. A third-generation Jehovah's Witness, Amber Scorah had devoted her life to sounding God's warning of impending Armageddon.
She volunteered to take the message to China, where the preaching she did was illegal and could result in her expulsion or worse. Here, she
had some distance from her community for the first time. Immersion in a foreign language and culture--and a whole new way of
thinking--turned her world upside down, and eventually led her to lose all that she had been sure was true. As a proselytizer in Shanghai,
using fake names and secret codes to evade the authorities' notice, Scorah discreetly looked for targets in public parks and stores. To
support herself, she found work at a Chinese language learning podcast, hiding her real purpose from her coworkers. Now with a creative
outlet, getting to know worldly people for the first time, she began to understand that there were other ways of seeing the world and living a
fulfilling life. When one of these relationships became an "escape hatch," Scorah's loss of faith culminated in her own personal apocalypse,
the only kind of ending possible for a Jehovah's Witness. Shunned by family and friends as an apostate, Scorah was alone in Shanghai and
thrown into a world she had only known from the periphery--with no education or support system. A coming of age story of a woman already
in her thirties, this unforgettable memoir examines what it's like to start one's life over again with an entirely new identity. It follows Scorah to
New York City, where a personal tragedy forces her to look for new ways to find meaning in the absence of religion. With compelling, spare
prose, Leaving the Witness traces the bittersweet process of starting over, when everything one's life was built around is gone.

Chosen by the Guardian as one of the Best Books of the 21st Century From the MAN BOOKER PRIZE- and WOMEN'S PRIZESHORTLISTED author of Swing Time, On Beauty and Grand Union 'BELIEVE THE HYPE' The Times The international bestseller
and modern classic of multicultural Britain - an unforgettable portrait of London One of the most talked about debut novels of all
time, White Teeth is a funny, generous, big-hearted novel, adored by critics and readers alike. Dealing - among many other things
- with friendship, love, war, three cultures and three families over three generations, one brown mouse, and the tricky way the past
has of coming back and biting you on the ankle, it is a life-affirming, riotous must-read of a book. 'The almost preposterous talent
was clear from the first pages' Julian Barnes, Guardian 'Street-smart and learned, sassy and philosophical all at the same time'
New York Times 'Outstanding' Sunday Telegraph
An artist's captivating and quirky illustrated coming-of-age memoir of surprising first love, coming out, and coming to embrace her
identity as a gay Christian woman.
Wayuunaiki
Finish to the Sky brings the special golf relationship between Moe Norman and Greg Lavern to life. This allows the reader to join
us while Moe developed my golf swing to his own likeness Moe Norman style. My book has made possible the proper direction
from set-up to finish based on the true Moe Norman golf swing Moe won all his tournaments with which he passed on to myself. I
have included Moe Norman's Final Secrets. There are three secrets in the book that we both held close to us for many years. The
outstanding swing sequences of a dynamic Moe in 1963 and 1964 make these final secrets clear and straight forward. Every
golfer can take something positive from this book and incorporate into your own natural golf swing. When you do the right things
you will learn to flow and move like we do. Finish to the Sky will electrify your old golf shots into pin point accurate one's. Now you
will have the same secrets the straightest ball striker in the world believed in for the purist results.
This is a high quality enlarged replica reprint of the rare 1924 book by W. E. Van Amburgh, who was the Secretary/Treasurer of
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The Watchtower Bible & Tract Society for 43 years. It is worth noting that in his time W. E. Van Amburgh was one of only five
members of the Watch Tower Editorial Committee qualified, as the Watch Tower said, "to approve as Truth each and every article
appearing in these columns." He must have been very thoroughly familiar with all the Watch Tower's teachings to hold such
responsibility. Today many of the doctrines taught in "The Way to Paradise" are no longer taught by Jehovah's Witnesses. This
edition includes the biographical supplement, "Who was W. E. Van Amburgh?"
Don't Give Up 2017 Regional Convention Program Notebook FOR KIDS AGES 3+ features 88 pages of nonstop convention fun!
Children remain fully engaged throughout the 3-day program with fill-in-the-blanks, word searches, codes, drawing and more!
Every color you can imagine splashes across these pages to keep the attention of our dear young ones. (SEE ALSO Convention
Program for Ages 6+ and for ADULTS!) Visit www.JW-Downloads for more Family Worship Activities and Weekly Meeting
Programs for Adults, Teens and Kids! Instagram @JWDownloads
This two-volume handbook presents the most comprehensive coverage of the current state of the psychology of religion and
spirituality.

A fully illustrated collection of stories from the Bible, retold for young readers in a beautifully presented gift book for a
special occasion. Stories include Joseph and his Amazing Technicolour Dreamcoat, The Story of Baby Jesus, The
Easter Story, Jonah and the Whale, Noah's Ark and more.
Iloko
Convention notebook for keeping track of all your favorite talks and scriptures. Nice tool for keeping your notes
organized.
Fantastically colorful and full of activities following the 2018 Be Courageous Convention of Jehovah's Witnesses talk by
talk!
"Consulting is one of the fastest growing occupations in the United States. This innovative volume offers basic guidance
on the fundamentals of consulting, with authoritative essays by leaders in the field. Hedge and Borman and their
colleagues guide their readers through a career continuum, beginning with learning about potential employers to creating
and maintaining a business and watching it grow and thrive. In chapters that combine a strong grounding in
contemporary industrial and organizational (I/O) research with personal accounts of their career journeys and day-to-day
activities, the contributors bring the basic principles conveyed by Hedge and Borman to life. Readers hear of the
extraordinary breadth of consulting experiences--in the private and public sectors, the military, and academia. The
authors consider such topics as strategic planning, points of entry into the field, ethics and networking, and the
advantages and disadvantages of joining a large firm versus starting up one's own consulting practice. The principles and
perspectives detailed in this book will resonate with psychology graduate students embarking on their careers as well as
seasoned professionals weighing new career directions"--Jacket. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2008 APA, all rights
reserved).
Children enjoy page after page of colouring fun with their favourite toon characters from Cartoon Network.
Color in Elizabeth and Darcy, Anne and Captain Wentworth, Emma and Mr. Knightly, and all your favorite scenes and
moments from the world of Jane Austen's classic novels. From Pride and Prejudice to Sense and Sensibility to
Northanger Abbey, artist Jacqui Oakley provides page after page of iconic scenes, delicious hand-drawn Austen quotes,
and sumptuous Regency-inspired fashions to color in. Comes with 8 pull-out posters to color in and display. Take hold of
your happiness, relish the wit and whimsy of Jane Austen, and color your cares away
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